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Hit The Road Faster With The Air Force BlasterThe Most Powerful Bike Dryer On The Market!
Dateline: Suffern, New York—Bikers all over the country who would rather ride
their bikes than clean them, are loving the awesome power of the Metropolitan
Vacuum Cleaner Company’s Air Force Blaster. Touted by many industry
professionals as “the most powerful and efficient motorcycle dryer money can
buy”, it consistently cuts bike drying time by 75-80%!
The Blaster blows high-velocity, dry, warm (20—25 degrees above ambient
temperature) filtered air that safely blasts water off bikes in seconds. It leaves no
spots or oily residue and completely eliminates “after streaking”—those annoying
streaks that appear out of nowhere when you start riding because of missed, hidden
water drops. With the Blaster, water has no place to hide.
According to David Stern, Metro’s Marketing VP and himself an avid
biker…“One of the most common things I’m asked is: what’s wrong with drying
my bike using compressed air or a leaf blower?”…to which he is quick to
respond…”First of all, air from a compressor is not filtered and any oils, dust or
other residue in the tank blows right out onto your finish. Condensation is also an
inherent problem with compressors so you wind up trying to dry your bike with
cool, damp air! And then there’s the problem of pressure. It’s much too high and
likely to rip off a loose piece of chrome or paint if you’re not very careful!”
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David gives a similarly low rating to leaf blowers…“ They’re big, heavy and
extremely cumbersome making it virtually impossible to direct air with enough
precision to thoroughly dry the bike without blowing all kinds of dirt and grit onto
it. They also blow cool, unheated air that takes forever to dry.”
The Air Force Blaster is built with pride in the U.S.A. and features rugged, allsteel construction with a bullet-proof, industrial-strength motor cranking out an
awesome 4.0 Peak Horsepower (29,000fps). Despite its strength and power, the
Blaster is lightweight and portable, with an extra long power cord, 10½ ft. flexible
hose and a full range of attachments that allow you to easily snake around and
thoroughly dry every inch of any bike.
New for 2005, is the Air Force Blaster’s rugged cousin, the Master Blaster
designed for the continual heavy usage of the motorcycle detailer or dealer where
there is a heavy volume of detail work put through every day. This heavy duty
version features twin 4.0 horsepower motors, delivering an amazing 58,500 FPM
of safe, dry, filtered warm air. Two switches allow the users to set the airflow and
temperature at 3 different levels. The detailer can use either the front or rear
motors independently or both simultaneously for maximum power. Five different
nozzles enable users to target airflow where desired, and eliminate water spots in
those hard to get spots forever.
For more information on the Air Force Blaster or the Master Blaster, see your
local dealer, visit www.kansport.com or call 1-866-344-5059.
Metropolitan Vacuum Cleaner Co., Inc., the manufacturer of the Air Force
Blaster/Master Blaster was established in 1939 in a small Bronx, NY storefront.
From these humble beginnings, the company has evolved and grown into a large,
multidivisional manufacturing corporation now headquartered in Suffern, New
York. Over the last 66 years, Metropolitan has pioneered many industry firsts and
today manufactures and markets such well known brands as Data-Vac computer
cleaning systems, Vac’N’Blo automotive cleaning systems and Magic Air
inflation systems, in addition to the Air Force motorcycle and pet dryer lines.
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Why Should I use the Air Force BLASTER OR the Master Blaster?
Nationally acclaimed and advertised in American Riders, EasyRider, Hot Bike and Thunder Press!
We bring the customers to your dealership already interested!
Make the comparison and see that the Air Force Blaster® is the only choice for properly and
safely drying your bike! Proudly made in the USA!
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AIR FORCE BLASTER® produces a
high velocity of warm air with correct
pressure and flow for your bike.
Air is not warm or heated, therefore
not proper method for drying your
bike.
AIR FORCE BLASTER® produces a
high velocity of warm air!
Leaf Blowers can be large and
cumbersome, no special tools for hard
to reach places.
AIR FORCE BLASTER® less than
8lbs, completely portable. Will fit into
most saddle bags and comes with a
host of attachments for hard to reach
places.
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